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I IWfRODUCTION 

Within two years after the postulate of Yukawa that 'a particle 

about 300/ times as heavy· as the electx-on might be responsible .for nuc .. 

le~r fori1Jes 0 evidence was found th~t positive and negative charged parti

cle.s of this ordex- of ma~s were present in cosmi'c rayso (l )(2) ·.· 

Measurements on the absorption of these "mesons~* in the atmosphere 

and in equal amounts o.f condensed ~atter gave differences which were. a_:t ... 

trlbuted to decay in flight.!) and se!"Ved to measure the mean life as ap= 

proximately 2 \-1-B.o (3) 

, At about this same time 0 a powelf.ful tool for the identification of ' 

mesons and measulrement of some of their properties was developed by Fo 

Rasettio(4 ) He set up a counter telescope which detected the delayed 

electron· emitted from mesons brought to rest in an iron absorber<> Using 

a similar system0 Nereson and Rossi(S) found that approximately 1/2 of 

'\ 

the penetrating cosmic ray particles stopped in their absorber (leadD-

brass/} or aluminum) gave rise to delayed electronB. 0 This was as eXpected, 

since negative mesons were assumed to be captu~ed by the positively charged 

nuclei of the absorber before they. oould decayo Conversi~' et ·alo 0 made 

a fundamental improvement in the experimental aJrrange.ment by using mag~ 

netized iron plates to concentrate meso~s of.' one sign in the absorber 11 

excluding those of' opposi~e 'signo (S) Th~y found the suprising result 

that negathre mesons were not absorbed before decay if the absorbing materi-

al was carbon0 although they were absorped as expected in irono 

This result provided strong evidence foX' a fact which had been sug-

gested by the meson half=life and earlier absorption measurementsg these 

* The discoverers called them vume~otronsllll but the notation used here has 
apparently become established in the ·u teratureo 

-· 
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mesoniSJ eould not .be the 6n.es po~tulated by Yukawao Attempts weli'e made to 

explain a:vre.y· the :r·esuits in :some other mann.er .<> but detailed study of the· 

<Clapture proe>ess(?) showed a.disewepanoy of the order of .1010 b~tween 

perintental and theoretical capt"u.re tim.eo 

~orlu:rJtately .o a heavie)l"' me~on which did interact strongly with nuclei 

w~t~ di sc0:overed a.t about this same time through the ~tudy of nuclear emul= 

sion:s exposed to high 8"ltitude cosmic ray~o (a) These heavy mesons~> desig= 
. ' 

nated wnvF mesonsl) were sho)l"'t=lived and we:rre i"o:rrmed in the upper atmosphere» 
' ' 

so v·e:rry few of them w~re present a.t sea levelo . Their deoa:;r p:rroduct was the 

or,_d.ina,cy ·Bea=level ~esonll now called the wb1 w mesono The heavy negative 

me;s;ons we:rc'e ca.ptured in the nuclea:rr emulsion to fo:rm .. m~ stars~> 1111 many pronged 

en:srg;et:l© n.uclee.r explosions:"' while the' 1-L mesons were only :rrarely observed 

to fo~m sta~s vmen oapture~o (g) 

The di~cove:rry that me~cns could be produced artificially(lO) led ,to 
' . I ' 

better values for the meson massesB and it was found posSible to set up a 

cons:iatent. ineso:n decay and capture scheme with a minimum ;number of par= 

tit:'!le~g(ll) 

I ' 

.lo n meiSlons a:re ~espon~ible for nuclear f'or~es~ The fact that 

' :rr= mes:o:ri.S form stars when cap~ured ,indicateS tha-t the pro= 

c;e&ll~ goe~ like n= ., p ---1 n* and the energy of tl).e· meson is 

not taken away by a neutral parlicleo The n:meson has integ..: 

:rral spino 

20 The ~us;from n decay have definite range~> so only one other 

particle~> ~hich may be taken for simplicity to be a neutrino» 

is ami ttedo 'I!~-; ni!S 9P V 

3o In free space a ~ meson decays into an electron and two 

I 



4o A \-.1. meson may be captured by a nucleus with the emission of' 

a neutral particle» which carries away most of the energyo 

\-.1. -o. p~n + v o 

The ~meson has spin l/2o 

This scheme still seems valid at this writingo 

An interesting experiment f'rom the Berkeley cyclotron was the study 

of' gamma rays of high energy from the targeto(l 2) These indicated the 
'· 

formation of' neutral mesons Which decayed into tvo or more gamma rays in 
. " =9 

less than 10 seco Study of gamma-gamma coincidences f'rcim neutral mesons 

created by the 'synchr~tron b.eam(i3 ) showed that the disinte.gratio~ was by 

two gammas.~~ so a spin 1 neutral tt0 Ill.eson is ruled outo<14) 

Cosmic ray studi~s( 15 ) set a limit of 5 x lo=l4 seco on the lifetime 
·. . . ~ . -

of the n° mesoD.a and allowed a measurement of its masso The experiment of' 

Panofsky11 et aloo on the gamma spectrum f'rom the absorption of' n= mesons 

in high pressure hydro~en(lS) showed that th.e' reactions· ~- + p ~ n + Y 

(Ey ~ 130 Mev) 3 and n= + p ~ n +. rr0~ n +. 2Y (Ey ~ 70 Mev) IJ went with 
. :.·· 

almost equal probability 11 and a better value was set on the n° mass 11 as 

well as the n= masso 
..... 

The experiment to be described in this paper was a logical extension 

of the hydrogen capture ·experiin.ento Three r~actions seemed possi'ble, two 

of them leading to observable gamma· raysg 

(b) rr- + d -;> 2n + rro -;> 2n + 2Y . 
f) (c) 

. . 

(a) rr= + d ~ 2n + Y 

u= + d ----:> 2n o If' the last 

process could go it was expected that it would be the major process 11 and 

probably no gamma rays would be observedo With the expected counting 
• • • • c • • • 

rates well know.n f'rom the hydrogen experiment this would still be si gni= 

·,:., 



II METHOD 

' Ao .Geometry" 
~--~~·":~ .. ·.·.· .. '''""·'• ~-: .. '" ... 

· The physical set=up is shown in Figo l., Protons circulating in the 

184-inch cyclotron at 330 Mev impinge on the tungsten target parallel to 

its wide dimension (l/2 inch)o Mesons for.med in passage pass ,through the 

.040 inch thickness of th~ target, through the 4 f!JIJ/'cm2 walls V the stain

less steel pressure vessel» some of them finally coming to rest in the deu-
~ .-. 

terium gas.; The density of the deuterium is 0 0 098 f!J11/cm3 (17) at a press-

v.r121 of 2700 PoS,io and the temperature of liquid nitrogen (77 K0 )., The 
·.· ·' 

thickness of the wall of the pressure ves~el is limited.by the ,·:ssirability 

of captur'ing mesons of initial .energy corFesponding to the rising portion 

of the meson yield vs., meson energy curve (App., A)o 

Gamma rays from the deuterium are collimated inside the tank» and the 

target itself is screened off from the spectrometer by a copper slab on 

the side of the collimator., It is important that this shielding be close 

to the target» so that gammas produced in the target (with intensities 

about 100 times that of the capture gammas) are prevented from scattering 

into the spectrometer except through large scattering angles" The gemma 

rays are collimated with a lead collimator just outside the cyclotron to 

reduce the area of cyclotron wall near the source that is visible from 

the spectrometero Final collimation is done in the 15 foot concrete shield-

~ng surrounding the cyclotron" 

B., .. Pre$sure Vessel and Cooling System" 

A. draw.ing ?f the pressure vessel and a flow diagram of the liquid 

nitrogen cooling system is shown in Fig., 2. Three thermocouples are used 

to indicate the pressure vessel temperature and the height of liquid nitrogen·. 



in the reservoirf} and are. cont:inuoflsly re©o:r.ded~ In addition,!) the press-

ure itself sanes as a good indicator if failure_ of the co-oling system 

occurso Blow=out patches lead to a 47' liter evacuated cylinder in case 

the pressure should rise-above 3500 Posoio 

Co :Pair Spect:rrometer o 

·. "! 

The pair spectrometer h 'built· in a magnet with. t:r1ang:ular pole faces 

broadene.d at the apex11 where the converter is. placed9 to make the field more 

:uniformo Two :!."'ows of geiger counters are placed along the sides of the 

pole face 11 14 counters on each side 9 making a total of 27 channels (Figo 3) o 

Two proportional counters on each- side of the ,magnet prqvide a ga.te signal 

to. open the geige:!."' .. co~er amplifiers when an eie©tiron pair thrb'ugh the 

proportional counters gj.ves a quadruple coincidenceo tlie dou)>les rates or 

the proportional counters on each side of the magnet are recorded and pro-

·'· 
vide a measure of the' slow neutron flux in the area0 The double;s rates 

proved to be the most satisfactor~ monitor for intereomparison d~ring any 

: :, ·,u 

The resolving power of the spectrometer has been carefully analyzed, . ' ' 

a process made particularly easy in the triangular arra.ngelllent of the gei-

ger counters[) sinCJe the width of ~he g'aussian scattel'ing curve is constant 

in energy (1\ppo .B)~ The thickn_ers~ of' the convel'fter is chos_en so.the width 

of' the scattering gaussian is neal!."ly the same _as the chazm.el width ,(~go 4. 

and Figo 7) o Radiation straggling is ©alculated(la} for one ~f. the pair 

. under the assumption. that equal numbers -of electrons' a;ri se in. each equal 
: . . ' ' ·.. . . ,, .' . 

' ' 

increment of' CJOnvelrter th:io'kne~st0 · The resultani;; c:ur:ve is ·fitted by a -· 

math€1171atii(J;al e:x:p:res s:i. onll and the e.f'fe©t of' the ~traggl:ing on t:he measured 

energy of the pair calcula,ted_ (APPo C)D {.Flgo .5)o The resolving !'ower 

curv'e for a single channel is lmown (App 0 D) to be a·triangle 9 of base 



.. 

width equal to two channel m;tits (Fig,:,. 4) 0 The resolution of the spectra= 

meter is now calculated'by flfoldingll!l together the vari'o,us curves repre= 

senting scatterin.g 9 radiation straggling,andchannel ~dth9 to give the 

I'inai resolving power curve shown in Fig 0 8 0 This is the .shape of the ex= 

· perim:ental cunre which would be obtained from a spectral line.!) and a check :'\ . 

with the hydrogen spectrum at high energy confirms the theoretical curve 

An additional correction is made for the spectrometer sensitivity at 

various energies 9 as determine~ by the number of channels available for 

pairs in the various regionso The assumption is made that any division 

of energy between t~e members of a pair'is equally probableo The cross 

section for .pair production is included ~n this wfn factow (App 0 E)o 

An electronic block diagram is shown in Figo 10 11 which also sho'Ws the 

recording system 0 Data is recorded. by sparks on a special paper f'rom a 

row of 99pens 9 w :stiff wires connected to the output of. the individual geiger 

tubes 0 When a gate signal opens the geiger amplifiers 9 the two tubes.!) on 

opposite sides.!) through which the electron and p~sitron have passed9 give 

I 

pulses resulting in two black dots burned in the paper below the "pensll1! 

corresponding to those channelso 

Do Pumping Systemo 

The deuterium pumping system is shoWn in Fig., 2 and Fig., 20o Since 

the deuterl um must be r~covered e.i'ter each run it is necessary to exhaust 

the pressure tank to not more than one or two atmospheres in a reasonably 
I 

short time 0 Operating pressure is 2700 PeSo~<> and commercial derute:dum 

comes at; 1 9 000 PoSoia This vlide range of pressures mu~t be handled in as 

short a time as possible9 so a. system of two pumps was usedu A large volume 

(12 liter) 29 000 p~s~io maximum pressure oil piston was made up from 

.. . .. 



a:tandard c01IIl.pressed gas cyl$,nders to complement the one liter high press= 

u::re (6500 PoSoio) pUm.p use;d on hydrogeno The final system will fill the 

600 cubic centimeter pressure vessel to 2100 PoSoio at liquid' nitrogen· 

temperature in about 30 minutes, and pump the gas down to one atlnosphere 

gauge pressure in the same timeo The oil used in the pumps is ordinary. 

diffusion pump oil/) chosen fo'l' its 1 ow vapor pres ~m:re o The purity of the 

deute:r.·ium gas0 after; l:lta.nding fpr 48 hours over the otl at 2 8 000 p.,soio 

was measured at 99.,75 percent by .a mass spectrograph ana.lysis 8 indicating' 

that hydrogen exchange between dissolved gas and the oil molecules was neg-

ligible., 

E, Procedu:rte 

Before a lM.ln the collimators are aligned using a telescope· sighted on· 

the pres.sure vessel, At the beginning of a run ~he probe is run. out to a 
I 

larger radiua 8 and the r~gh intensity gamma rays from the target are used 

to test the equipnent and run plateaus on. proportional· counter voltages 

and discriminator settingsa The target is then ~ in and a short run made 

on hydrogen to determine that operation is normal and. the system free from 

leail:6 before introducirlg the deutel'iumo .A. background run 8 followed. by a 

deuterium run and a second backgroun,d :nm takes up the remainder of' a 16 

hou:r' period" The background rats is approxim:a:tely one pair perc minuteo T~e 
' . 

rate with deuterium gas· in the vessel is about 1 o 6 pairs 'per minute» and 

with hydrogen,!) about 2,0 pairs per minute 111lith the spectrometer centered 

time on dt>'<.,.lte:d·o.m. and t-v<enty hours of background. time.• 0 is shown in 

The rl3tio o.f the yield i.n deuterium to that in ,hydrogen was measured 

With geometlfy u:nchanged 0 The hydrogen yield of vulow energyw gammas near 



70 Mev was measured simultaneously Vl1i th the yield at 130 Mev by _Gentering 

the 'spectrometer at 100 Mev for one run (Figo .12·) o From the total area 

-under the deuterium curve and. that· unde:r th-e hydrogen' curve with the spectra= 

meter set at 130 Mev f) and with the known ratio of hydrogen "high99 to ~loww 

,energy gammas[) the yield from the deuterium was found to be 0 0,30 ~ 0,05 of 

that in hydrogeno (No gamma rays were observed in deuterium near 70 Mevo 
\ 

The observed yield of' wlow energy" gammas from hydrogen was divided by 2 

to obtain the corresponding number of n<> emi'ssionso) Table I gives the ob= 

served data" 

It was necessary to check that the gamma rays from deuterium were not 

ari~ing from protons sc~ttered frO)ll. the target and striking th~ neutrons in 

the deuterl um 0 where they could create neutral mesons dire1ctlyo A run with 

helium shoul'd give twice as many gammas from this source 9 and actually gave 
I 

.a null result within statistical and mor~tor fluctuationso A limit of 10 

percent of the hydrogen effect was placed on the possible gamma emission 
- , 

- . 
from heliumo The f'e.ct that the "ba.ckg:roundf11 from sea ttered protons is es= 

s_ehtially a eelow energyw effect f) pe~ing ar~und. 7
1
0 Mev and going to zero at 

'130 Mevf) whi~e the deut,erium. gammas are concentrated near 130 Mev and give 

a null . effect at 70 Mev is further evidence that the background from scat= 

tered protons in the deuterium i,s smallo 

Part of 
1
the process of capture of the n= meson in the K 'shell involves 

the motion of the -rr='1J-<~". system as a whole with random thermal energiesJlO) 

This could . conceivably result in a lengthening o.f capture time in deuteri Ulll 9 

the-molecules moving vrlth 0 0 7 of the velocity of .the hydrogen moleculeso -To 

test this possibilityf) the rate of collisions of the hydrogen molecule~ was 

cut down by reducing th~ density by a ·factor of twoo It was found that 

the gamma ray yield went down only by the same factora indicating that'u~ 

. . 
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decay' was not seriously competing with capture~ .and was not a possible 

explanation for the smaller yield of gamma rays in deuterium .. (Table II) 
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IIr RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

.Ao Competing Processeso 

The main experimental result of immediate theoretical interest is 

the inferred competition of the n= + d ~ 2n process with the radiative 

captureo If the meson is ~aptured by the nucleus from a K orbit then it· 

cannot be a scalar particleo' (Table III)o Brueclmer 0 Serber,9 and Watson 

have shown(lg) that the transition time for radiation to the ground state 

from p orbits is at least 30,times smaller than the transition time for 

the tWo neutron pro.cess 9 unless the meson nuclear interaction is so s·trong 
I 

' as to radically change ·the form of the p wave function near the nucleuso 

Calculations ,with detailed meson theories< 20 ) indicate th!lt the ob·~ 

. served ratio of radiative to fast neutron c~pt~ ~ules out both the scalar 

1 and vector n= meson 9 in agreement with experimental observations of the 
' . ' '(21)(22) 

angular di stri buti on of :photo-rile sons o . 

The absence of the· 1f0 is not of theore.tical importance 0 The n= = no 

mass difference is 5 0 4 :!': 1 Me;o (lB) The kinetic ene:!:"gy available in the 

final state in the process n= + d ~ 2n + n° is approximately lo9 ~ loO Mevo 

A shift of two probable errors in the measured va.Jue would make the pro·= 

ce.ss impossibleo In addition~ the m-0 certainly does not have spin oneo . 

If the n= and nO both have spin zero 9 either the n° or the two neutrons 
. . 

must be in the p state., This is unlikely b_ecause of the low energy avail= • fl 

able 0 

Bo The n=n Interactiono 

The shape of the deuteri·tml ,spectrum9 and in particular 'the location 

of the peak on anenergy scale in relation to the hydrogen peak is also 

of theoretical interesto As has been pointed outDC 2o)( 23 ) the.gamma ray 
I,. 

spectrum. from capture in deuterium is sensit~ve to the interaction ~f the 

'' 



neutrons in the f'inal state., Watson and StuartC24) have calculated theo= 

retic:al spectra f'or various va:lues of the u'binding ~n~rgy", of the hypo= 

thetical di=neutron:f25 )( 2S) including viwtual value~v (:the phase shiftS. 

is the actual paramei:;er to which the spectrum is r.elated0 but since the 

binding energy is not sensitive to choice of the radius of 1_;he n~n inter= 
~. 

actiolJI. .it has been calcul
1
ated on th~ basis of a radius the same as that -, 

for p~p forces=~2.,65 x 10=13 em)., 

The theoretical spectra are folded* into the resolving power curve 

of the spect!"ometer 0 and~ plotted on semi=log paper for convenience of 

normalization in the comparison with experimental· values., (Fig., 13} The 

resolving power curve is so broad that it makes the shape of all the re= 

sul ting curves· very similar., Only the position of the peak varies· appreci= 

ably from one curve to the next" The shifts of the' peak are not great 

enough.~~ in vi.ew of' the _re:e:ol ving power half' width of' 14 .Mev D ·to allow a 

measurement of' the "binding energy" of the two neutrons., However j) to see 
'·• 

what information might reasonably be derived fll"om the da.ta the following 

analysis was made g 

-
lo The enell:"gy scale of the spectrometer is well known" The 

geometry is accurate to 1/64 inch in 20 in6hes 8 or 0 0 08 

pe~oenta The ma.g:neti~ f'ield"' monitored by a proton moment 

apparatus.~~ is kno'Wll to 10 gauss in 9 9 000 8 or 0.,1 percent, 

2" Sin.ce the shape of' the 0 cunres for various binding energies . 

is obscured by the poor resolution 0 _the position of the 

curve on the energy scale is used for analysis" 

3 0 The position of the theoretical curves is uncertain by the 

uncertainty in the n= mass value use~" The position 

I 

• The fol,d h(t) of two curves f(x) and g(x) "is defined to be [ f(X)ii;(x~t)dx • 

'=00 ' ' 
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relative to the hydrogen spectrum position is constant
8 

however 8 so only'the uncertaint;y: in the position of the 

hydrogen spectrum on the energy scale due to the fitting 

of the experimen~al data enters here., This was taken as 

· 1 :Mev(lB) (Figo 9) o 

4., The displacement of the theoretical curves from the curve 

for EB = 0 is plotted in Figo 14 as a function of EBo 

5., The experimental points are visually fitted to the curve EB~o,) 

and the displacanent of the experimental energy scale . .from the 

I EB""o energy scale .1) as estimated by,, four different observers is 

' 
also plotted on ,Fig., 14.9 together with their estimates of the 

probable error combined wi t);l the 1 Mev probable error mentioned 
' . 

in 3 . .,· 
6 0 Un~ortunately.l) the resolving power of the spectrometer is 

not good enough to rule out the no=interaction or nplane 

wave" curve., This means that no conclusion can be drawn 

about the n=n interaction unle$s it is assumed that the 

final neutron·state is a singlet S state~ where the 'two 
' 

neutrons are closeenough together so their interaction can 

\ affect the spectrum., If this is assumed~ a limit on the 

binding energy of the two neutronB of 200 Kev (real) may 

reasonably be placed., The assumption that the final state 

is singlet means that one of the nucleons has flipped over 

from the initial triplet state., Such behavior is consis= 

tent with the other· experimental evidence that the n= meson 

is not scalar., 

It is evidently desirable to repeat this experiment with better re= 

~olving pqwer when it is attainable., 
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Gas 

H 
2 

' 

I 
D2 

I 

' 

-

-----

Approximate ' 
Energy Process Counts/Minute 

70 Mev no --7 2"1 0 90 ± ,.18 

130 llrev n= of· p ---7 n + y o470 :J: 0 046 

0 92 :t 
0 10 

I 

I ' 

70 Mev . no ---7 2Y ~0007 ;g 0020 

130 Mev n·= + d ----7 2n + y 0275 + 
0 034 

0275 ± 
0 04 

' 
I 

' 

captures in n2 ratio = 0.,30 i': 0~05 
captures in H2 

Table I 

Tabulation of total counting rates of spectrometer 
with H2 and D2 in pressure vessel under identical 
conditions of geometry and incident meson £luxo 

(divide by 2-) 

' 

Total captures 
' counted per 
minute 

' 

Total captures 
counted per 
minute 

' 



I I 

I 

Recor~~r I 
Intensity in counts/minute 

2700 psi . 1300 psi 
' 

Number gates I 

recorded .,853 :t: ?033 . 0523 i 0042 

·Number high 
energy gamma I .,213 :t 0'013 .,121 ± .,017 
rays .·recorded I 

Den~i ty of H2 0046 0 028 
' . 

Table II 

Relat,ive inten~li ties of· gamma rays 
at two H2 pressures" Background · 
has been subtractedo 

I 
Ratio 

1 063 ~ 

1.,74 ± 

1 0 65 

' 

,.14 

.,27 
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Spin 

0 

'0 

i 

I 

' I Total 
Scalar angular, Pari'ty ,.- d n=- d system 2n !nomen-

' 
' ' tum 

Orbital Angular Orbital 
angular !Parity Spin Parity mo:tnen= Parity ~pin angular 
mom en= tum I 

: mom en-
tum I tum I 

' ' --

0 + 1 + 1 + 0 O(s). 0 + 
I , 

~ i 

(s state) ., 1 l(p) 0.91»2 = 

(p . 

; 

1 = 1 + Opl 8 2 ~ 0 0 0 + 
' I 

sta:oe ~ 1 1 0~1.92· = l 

I .. 

Table TII 

·Tabulation of possible combinations of parii:;y and spin for a 
scalar meson where the final state ~s the two neutron systemo 
.Only in the case of capture from a p state can the conservation 
rules for parity and angular momentum be simultaneously satis= 

. I 
· fiedo Fo.r further explanation see Appendix Fo · 

Remarks 

NG 

· NG 

NG 

OK 

:,.. i' 
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V APPENDICES 

A. Discussion of the variation in the nwnber of mesons stopped in -

deuterium as a function of wall thickness of the pressure vessel. 
-~ 

Bo Effect of scattering of the electron pair on the spectrometer 

characteristics. 

Co Effect of radiation straggling of the electron pair on the measured. 

energy of the pair. 

D. "The resolving power of the spectrometer due to finite channel width. 

Eo Calculation of the "f" factor 11 which is multiplied into measured 

gamma ray intensity to give actual intensity. 

F o Explanation of Table III. Selection rules.· 
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APPENDICES 

Ao Mesons Stopped in Deuter:ltim 

Let the curve giving 11umber of mesons .per un:i t energy of the mesons 

'be a :!:"ising straight line» · ~ "" kE 0 a~d let the thickness of deu·ber~um 

in the ~essel (in equivalent grams per sq~are em .qf wall) be b. Ra a 

constant small compared to the vessel wall thickness» Ro Those mesons 

·whose ranges lie between R and R + '6. R will be stopped in the deuterium, 

The width of the energy region from which they ~ome is b.~. ·=(:)E6R o 

(~) . I . , Now dR E goes ~pproximately as K .ED so . pb. E "" nwnber of mesons stopped 

in the deuterium. ~ (k:EK/E)b. R ""' kKb.R.!l a constant., The nutn.ber of mesons 

stopp~d does not change appreciably as long as we are on the more or 

· less straight. rising pa~t of the yield curve» regardless of ~ o 

B.,. Scattering 

The triangular geometry shnp~. the calculation of two quantities 

dependent on scattering of the electro!f pair in the Y=ray convertero 

(a) is the ·fraction of the electrons lost by striking the pole faces 

(vertical 1 scattering)o (b) is the rom,s, width<E> of the Gaussian 

curve giving .the probability of an electron of energy E arriving at a 

point corresponding to E -o-6E be9ause of horizontal scatteringo · 

The symbols E = energy of an electron and ;0 ""' its radius of curve.= 

ture will'be u~ed interchangeably a Let 

plane projected ~cattering angle .·for en 

<@> t indicate the rom~ So 
P» . 

electron of energy ;o passing 

through a thickness t· of scatterero . The basic formula to be used is 

. 1 2 (21) 
~ consto ~ o · 

Consider the magnetic. field fixed, The path length followed, 

by an electron· is ;0 pJ 9 where fb is the apex angle of the pole faceo 

· .... 
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-22= 1-

(Figo 15) In a distance ~ ¢ .the elecircn rises ,-o $ll sin a~ /Jf& 6 11 

where e is the plane projected vertical scattering,an:gle~ If 2d is the 

separation of the pole pieces the average electron can rise d before 

strik~ng the- p~le face 0 N:ow <.e;>""' 1/,..c so ;<l <e.> is approximately 

constant for high energy electrons, and a constant fraction of the elec-

trons are lost at all energies, 

(b) An electron of'radius /JIJ scattered horizontally so that it 

leaves the converter at an angle .9 with respect to the forward direction, 

arrives at the same point in the detector as an electron of radius~+~~ 

'Which was not scattered., 6fJ depends on .;<J .,e 1 and the apex angle of the 
' ' . -~ 

spectrometer, ~ ~ As 

'experiment yf =- rr/2 

seen in Fig,. 15, 6t<J ,. ;CJ 6 cot- • In the present 
2 

'(1). 
The ~om~se plane projected scattering angle <.e> for an electron 

. of energy ;o passing through thickness t of material may be written 

The distribution of deflections is Gaussian~ 

e2 
__ 1_ ; 2<9.>2 

P(9) "' 
.[2n (9) 

from (2), 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

P(~fl) is- independent of p in this geometry, as mentioned previouslyo 

.For an_ electron pair the probability_ of scattering -for each of the 

electrons is independent, SO the romoBo deviation in the-measured energyll 

;01 + ~ 2 ~ is ~ <:t::.p) "" /2. a Jt c Let J2 a = al" Then. the 
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' ' 
probability of a ,deViation C::.;o_ in the measurE;d gamma ray energy be-

cause of scattering is 

1 
P(b fj) = j2i a.1 Jt 

.l 

(5) 

This probability may be averaged over the converter» under the assumption· 
I 

~ 

·that eq~al numbers of pa~rs are formed in each equal increment of thick~ 

ness of converter0 giving the total probability for the observed energy 

deviations for a converter of thickness T. : 

T (6p)2 _1_1 _1_ ;·2al2t 
al It 

'0 ' 

dt 
-T-

2 a12 t 
Let - "" v2 » and .the last equation· becomes 

(6p)2 

l
·al J2T · 

1 1 · 1. ~ tJ._,o · . ~l/v2 
P,(6.-o)_· ... -. -- e dv 

r T JV a1 a1 . 
0 

(6) 

(7) 

Jv e-l/v
2 

dv ~· f(v) may be integrated numericallyo The result of such 

0 

an integration is 

Now E_ = k)O 

( 7) may be written 

shown in Figo 16o 

ka-it 
a so (9) ""---

E 

,A> 
= --"" fta 

I, 

(8) 

0 (9) 

P(L:>,<>)d AfJ . ~ 2_~ L>p - f(_ J?i ) d- b.,IJ ..,. ~ 6 E. j .J2T \ ~ E (10) 
rn T ctl \ (L\ ..o,>l a.l ( al) F ~ (12 ... ,C6EYa2r .[2Ta2 

Let 6 E 
. J2T a2 

"" X o A plot of (io) in the form P(x) "" 2/Jff x f(l/x) .i~ 

shown in Figo 17., 
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To use this universal curve, assume an electron of arbitrary energy E1 

passes through a converter of thickness To Determine <a) for this 

. .· . 1 · AE 
·el'ectron" Then 2E1 < 9) "" a 2 .j2T and P(6 E) "" a2 .[2Tp~z/2~ A plot 

of P( 6. E) for a 0, 020 inch Ta converter is shown in Fig, '1 ~' 

c6 Radiation stragglin~ 

. Hei tler(12 ) gives the probability w(y)dy that the energy or. an elec= 

tron has decreased to e=Y of its initial value in passing through a 

thickness t of material" The fm1.ction W(p)dp~ giving the probability 

that an electron from the gamma ray converter will retain a fraction 

between p and p + dp·of it~ initial energy~ may be generated by changing 
/ 

the variable from y to p and averaging over the thickness of t~e con~ 

vertero Each of the curves w(y) for various. thicknesses of convert~r 

has a form like Aj-:l=a. where ~-is small 3 and the f'imtl averaged curve 

can ,be fi ttad by an expression of. the. form Kj{l=p )l=a " Note that 

p ""E/E03 dp ""dE/E
0

o E ""e~yE0 ~ (l=y)E0 • for. small Yo. so l=i-=="E/E0 ""p 3 

and dy ~ -dp to 1st order in yb so it is reasonable that such a .curve 

would give a good fit. to the actual W(p) curve obtained by the averag~ng 

process.!> at least~ if the converter is not .too thick" 

Besides W(p).~~ there is a function P(EJ..,Ey)dE1 & giving the proba= 
/ ' ' 

bility that a pair member have an energy be~ween E1 and E1 + dE1 for a 

total pair ene_rgy Ey o Making the assumpti9n that any di visi,on of pair 
' . 

energy is equally probable 8 as is approximately the case.!) P(El 9 Ey)dE "' 

dEl 
--o 
_Ey . 

. Let the maximum energy_.... of a pair member accepted by the spectro= 

· meter. be EBa and the minimum·9 EA o_ Let f be defined by the expression 

f ~ P1E1 * P2E2; thus f is the fraction of the initial energymeasured 
) 
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by the spectrometer (in the absence of other perturbing factors 'such 

as scattering and finite channel widthwhich are treated separately)"· . ' ,_ ' 

The function which enters into the resolving.power cu~e is u(f)df,~~ 

the probability that a pa~r retains a fraction between f and f+ df of 

its initial_ energy.. It can be derived as follows: 

Th.e probability that the energy division is E1 and E2 and that the 

.pair membe~s retain a fraction p1 and p 2 of their initial energies such 

that f has values in the region -df is rr(f)df =- Jjw(p1 )dpil'f(p 2 )dp2P(El,~~Ey)dEl., 
This is to be integrated over a region of ElsPlPP2 space subject to the 

limits EA 9 EB on E1 ; 0 and 1 on p{ and p~z and the relations 

0 

For convenience the variables are changed to p1» f and E1 using the 
I 

relati'ons above and the Jacobian transformation of the volume element 

J, . (plp2El) · . ·· 
dpl dp2dEl----? dpl dfdEl <> 

' · (p f E ) 1 1 . 

rr.(f.)df ""jEB dE 11 W(p )w(Eyf.- PlEl) 1 dpldf 
1 E 1 Ey - El Ey - El 

. . EA 1-Et(l-f) 

,. 
where the.integration is over dE1 and dpl., The effective lower limit 

Eyf - P1E1 on p1 is given by the requirement that p 2 =~. ~--~~~ 
. ~-~ 

to or less than 1,~~ i.,eos p1 / 1 .~ ~; (1 - f) o 

must be equal 

For the particular case of a 0.,020 inch Ta converter it was fom1d 
K 

that W(p) "" (l = p)l=a. where a. J1i: 0.,08., No .effort was made t'o normalize 

the resolving power curve since it was fitted to the experimental data 

plotted on semi-log paper.~~ so K is· .arbitrary.. After integrating 9 rr(f) 

.. 



K 
was found to·. be ___ ......... __ 

(1 - f)l~2a IJ 

f <. 1 

0 IJ ' f ) 1 

for 

0 for E ) _Ey ., 

This turns out to be 8 :f'or a converter as thin as 0,02 inches Ta at 

leasta the same straggling as would be experienced by an electron of 

energy Ey passing through the full thickness of the converter .. 

Do Channel Width 

Consider a gamma ray of energy Eya and the two electrons of energy 

E1 and E2 to which it gives rise., Assume equal probability for any 

division of the pair energies, Represent-Ey by a line OEy, E1 by oE1 

and E2 by E1 Eyo Divide OEy into Ny equal increments 

equally probably end and E1Ey begin in any of them., If a pair spectro

meter accepts E1 from N of xhese energy intervals (and it must accept 

both, members of the pair)e the measured intensity at the energy Ey must 

be multiplied by a factor Ny/N to represent the true spectrum., A con= 
' . 

venient way to derive this correction value is as follows (Fig, l8)g 
. 

Plot the radius of curvature of one electron along the x axis 

and the other along the y a:xiso Let ~lA 9 ;-() lB respectively be 

the limits of the spectrometer aperture on side f, and similarly for 

· fO 2A and ro 2B on side 2., (tc:llA 9 ,.0lB)., (;o·lAa ro2B) etc, represent the 

4 corners of a rectangleo Lines of slope ·+1 are lines ,.02 '~ ,o1 "" 

constant., Lines of slope =1 •are lines p 1 + ,a 2 "" constant, 'For · 
. . 

each energy tc1 + ('J 2 "" p y , -there is. a line on the graph, and some 

of these lines pass through the, rectangle., These are the energies ac:"' 

cepted by the spectrometer8 and the number of squares passed through 



·, 

inside the r~ctangle is the number JIT., C:!.;o is determined by the fine"" 

ness of the graph paper 9 and in the limit N will rise a~ong a straight 

line to a maXimum9 descending immediately on the other side to form a 

triangle if the rectangle is a squareo If_;Oy varies appreciably over 

'_.<>y_ 
the rectangle this must be taken'into account by dividing N by Ny ~ 6;0 

Figo 4 shows the finite resolving power of the pair spectrometer due to 

finite geiger counter widtho The ap~rture considered is one tube on each 

side 
9 

io e., 
9 

one ·richannel., RR 

In addition to the resolving, power of the spectrometer due to 

finite channel width 9 a correction must be made for the variation of 

sensitivity of the spectrometer over~ wide re~ion of energy from~min 

. to /0 .. P approXimately 3 to 1 in this spectrometer., This correction 0 max 1 • 
1 

the nf~ factor 0 is arrived at as in Appendix D0 with the exception that 

6 E is now fixed by the finite Vfidth of the geiger tubes themselvesa 

and the correction. for the variation. in ~y must be made., In addi tiona 

rr 
0 

the cross section for pair production at each energy$ is divided 

into the 'quantity Ny/N to correct f'or the_ variation in cross section., 

Thus f "" Ny/Ncr 9 usually normalized -to 1 at the sensitivity peak:., This 

quantity (Figo 19} is multiplied into the observed spectrUm. to get the 

true. gamma ray spectrumo ~y may conveniently be expressed in Mev/kiloQ 

g~uss as in the figureo 

Fo Explanation of Table IIIo Selection Rules" 

lo Parity 

Consider a system of n particles 0 at r 19 r 20 o••••srno It can be. 

shoWn. ( 28 ) that any physically import:ant eigenfunction of the system has 
' 



the property that r (rl.9 r2 ••••• · rn) = ± lf (=ria =rz.P ooooo l=rn) (1) 

(Note that only the space coordinates are reflected in the origing 

parity is not concerned With spino) A state may be said to have posi= 

tive_ or negative parity in accordance with the sign in (l)o 

In the calculation of the probability of a transition between 

states the matrix element for the transition enterso This is defined 

as ~IH12 1 = .J If; H' 1j->
1 

d 't (2) 

where H~ is the Hruniltonian operator of-the,perturbati?n ¢ausing the 

transition0 and in general-will be unaffected by a reflection in the 

origino If !H1zl is zero the, direct transition is forbidden. Let 

y; H? !f
1 

"' ~(ri) (3) 

' 
¢(ri) has definite parity properties 8 the product of the parities of 

the initial and final stateo Now 

j ,0(ri)r1 2d~dr1r22dJ12dr2 oooo 

The expression on -the right is obtained by integrating twice over a 

hemisphere instead of once over a sphere 0 replacing ri by =ri fo,r the 

second integration., p(ri) must have positive parity or the integrand 

will vanisho rhus the selection rule is obtainedg 

(4) 

'-

(5) 

1 o ' The initial and f,inal state must have the· same parity in order that 

a transition may occuro 

In addi t:ion :to this selection rule there is the conservation of 
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angular momentum rule g' 

2o The initial and final states must have the same total angular'~omen= 

tum0' in order that ·a. transition may occ~r o 

In wri ti'ng the rules in this way it i:s required that all wave 

functions involved be considered in eac,h state 9 ioeo.P the gamma. ray in 

gamma • emissibn may take off a certain angular momentum and have odd 

parity 0 .leaving behind a system of partiol~s with different anguiar momen= 

tum and parity than the initial system" The total parity of the whole 

system is the.product of the parities of' its partsa if theyma.ybe de= 

scribed by separate wave functions and therefore be· said to have a defin= 

ite parityo 

In Table III 9 the initial state is a meson in a Bohr orbit about a 
. { 

deuteron" The interaction of the two nucleons in the deute.ron is not 

considered to involve tli~ coordinates of 'the meson.!> and similarly only 

the center of mass of the deuteron is involved in the meson wave func= 

tion 0 so the wave function for the initial state may be written as the 

product of two wave functions==the hydrogenlike wave function of the 

meson=deuteron system lr M multiplied into the deuteron wave function 0 

The deuteron wave function is mostly S wa.ve 0 and its spin is lo 

.An S wave function only involves r'a and therefore has .even parity" A P 

wave function has odd parity., aD even 0 etco 0 as may be seen by examining 

the corresponding spherical harmonics" The above rules are for partif(')les 

possessing Vllhat may be defined as positive nintrinsic p~rity/i ioeoe 

like nucleons" Cert.ain types of particles obey the opposite rule·/) ioeo /). 

the so=ealled "pseudoscalarf1 and IIYvectorn particles» a..Tld may be defined · 

to have negative nintr:i,nsic parity0
11 A,particle which in a K orbit about 

, 

' 
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a nucleon form~ a system with the opposite parity from that of a 

deuteron.!) for example~ is said to have negative. intrinsic p~rityo 

Wi:th the understanding that iiscalarm~ and, ~pseudovector1' types of 

·particles have positive intrinsic pari ty0 Table III may be understood 

as follows: 

Case 1" The meson is in an S orbit about ·the deuterop.o . lf M--there= 

fore has positive parity and zero angular momentum., 1f d has positive 

parity and one unit of spino Then the initial state )V •.v has posi~ 
TM 1 d 

ti ve parity. and one unit of total angular momentti:mo In the ffnal state IJ 

the two neutron wave function 0 Yn f) m~y represent a singlet S state 

with zero angular momentum and positive parity or a triplet P state with 

zero 8 one[) or two units of angular momentum and negative' parity" (The 

exclusion principle allows only singlet S 9 triplet P 0 singlet D8 e;tco) 

The singlet S final state does not conserve momentumo The tr.iplet. P 

final state does not conserve parity" 

Case 2" The meson is in a P orbit about the deuterono· JPM has . 
negative parity ~d one unit of angular momentum.o 'fda as before 0 has 

positive parity and one unit of spino The initial state YM 't'd has 

negative parity and zero» one 8 or two units of total angular. momentum" 

The final states· are the same as i:n Case 1 9 and the transition to the 

triplet P state of the t'No neutron system is perm.i ttedo 

' ' 
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VII FIGURES 

lo Geometrical arrangement of apparatuso 

2o Flow diagram of liquid N2 and gaseous n
2 

system9 with detail of 
pres sure vessel o · 

3o Pole face of spectrometer magnet 9 showing geiger counter and· double 
proportional counter arrangement" 

. 4., Expected di~tribution of measured energy values because of finite 
channel width., 

5o Expected distribution of measured energy values because of radiation 
straggling of electronso 

6" Expected .distribution of measured energy values because of finite 
channel width and radiation straggling combined" 

7 0 Expected distribution of measured energy values because of scattering 
of electrons" 

8., Expected distributiorl of measured energy values because of finite 
channel mdth 9 radiation straggling» and scattering of electrons 9 , 

combined" 

9 0 Comparison of theoretical distribution of measured energy values 
with experimental points 'from the hydrogen mono=energetic' gamma 
ray.9 plotted on semi=logarithmic papero 

10., ·Block diagram of electronicso 

11., Final deuterium spectrumo 

12., Hydrogen run from which ratio of nhighv8
· to "low" energy gamma rays 

was measuredo 

13o Theoretical deuterium spectra for various n=n binding energies 0 

"folded" into the resolving power curve of the spectrometer and 
plotted.on semi=logarithmic papers with the experimental points., 

14., Displacement of theoretical curves from ~EB ~ o" curve~ plotted 
against EB" The four points with probable errors are the values 
estimated oy four observers by vfsually fitting the experimental 
points to the 9nE "" ow curve" 

B 

·15" Geometry ~sed to estimate the measured energy of scattered electrons 
as a function of·the apex angle of ~he pole face and the scattering 
angl~o For the 90° apex ang;le .used0 Ap '"" ;<J6 (APPo B)o 

16 0 The function .f(v) (Appo B) o-
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17.. Universal scattering curve P(x). For explanation see App. B. 

18.. Lattice used to calculate resolving power of spectrometer with 
arbitrary apertures on,each side .. Equal apertures g~ve triangular 
resolving power as shown in ·Fig .. 4 .. 

19.. The "£'~ factor curve (App .. E) .. 

20.. The high pressure pumping system. 
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